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With a similar purpose in view the Taylor grazing act of
1934 authorized withdrawal of eighty million acres of the
public domain from the overgrazing abuse which had so ag-
gravated drought and wind damage, thus halting further
homesteading on the range. In the same year an executive order
allocated fifteen million dollars for planting a "shelter belt"
of trees, a hundred miles in width, from Canada to the Texas
Panhandle to act as a windbreak and conserver of moisture.
Despite the political ridicule which ultimately curbed this
program, many agriculturalists were converted to its wisdom*
The urgent reason for these steps was best seen in the in-
stance of the "Dust Bowl/' containing over a hundred coun-
ties in Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, New Mexico and Texas,
an area broken by the plow during and after the First World
War at a time when submarginal agriculture promised profits
and rainfall averaged better than usuaL The settlers literally
reaped the whirlwind in a series of droughts and storms be-
ginning late in 1933. That winter and the next year wind
stripped the farm lands from the Dakotas to Oklahoma,
blackening the sky at noon, burying fences and machinery
and desolating thousands of families; and the erosion of hu-
man resources followed the flight of the topsoil.* Though
less spectacular than some other holocausts, these gales
spelled grief for a much greater number, t A common sight
along the highways of the Southwest came to be that of
hungry and bewildered men and women trundling handcarts
and baby carriages piled high with shabby household goods,
their children trudging behind. Others set forth in ramshackle
*For the Resettlement Administration the young producer Pare Lorentz
made a powerful documentary film, "The Plow That Broke the Plains"
(1936), dramatizing conditions like those which cost the nation three hun-
dred million tons of soil blown away in the "black blizzard*' of May 11, 1934.
His sequel, "The River*' (1938), dealt with the erosion by water, entailing
an estimated three billion tons of solid material annually washed out of the
country's fields and pastures*
f The principal other natural disasters of the era were southern California**
earthquake in 1933, the Ohio floods of 1937 and the New England hurricane
of 1938, the last destroying seven hundred lives and two billion trees.

